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Judy Halebsky
Department of Literature & Language

Dominican University of California
judy.halebsky@dominican.eclu
When I attended the Meguro International Haiku Circle last

year, I asked for ideas for presentation topics. Someone suggested that
I explain why poets in the U.S. are not overly concerned with kigo.
Coming from a lineage of California poets influenced by haiku and
Japanese poetry, I am not sure if I understand the subtleties of this
challenge. However, the question of kigo brings up a larger issue: the
cultural translation of haiku in the work of English language poets. Today,
I would like to touch on the issues that have shaped how free verse
poets in California translate haiku both as a text and as a creative
practice.

As I am sure this audience knows, a kigo is a season marker
within a haiku. This word or a short phrase immediately locates the
poem in a specific time and often place. A kigo efficiently brings density
to the brevity of haiku through depth of association. Because kigo are
generally established references, they are also intertextual and bring the

haiku into a conversation with other literary works and shared
knowledge of specific histories, events, and places. Kigo rely on the
reader recognizing the season marker as a sign that evokes related
images and sensory experiences. The necessity of audience knowledge
for the full effect of the kigo is just one of many reasons why they might
have diminished importance in English language poetry that is informed
by haiku.
Haiku became influential in English language poetry in North

America in the early 20"^ century. It was a formative influence on Imagist
writers such as Amy Lowell (1874-1924) and William Carlos Williams
(1883-1963). Imagist poets generated emotion in a poem not through
explication or narrative but through image. This image was often object
based or what T.S. Eliot described at the 'object correlative'(Shirane 42).
This concept of the object connects to the way a kigo functions in haiku.
However, scholar Haruo Shirane explains that imagist poets were not
aware of this connection. In Traces of Dreams: Landscape, Cultural
Memory, and the Poetry of Basho, Shirane explains.
Although the Imagists were unaware of it, the seasonal
word (kigo) in haikai, which was anchored in communal
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memory, functioned like an object correlative in being
able to arouse emotions in the reader through what
appeared to be an objective description of nature of the
extemal world.(42)

While the importance of a season marker was not central to the imagists,
it did overlap with the formal aspirations of the movement.
How the Imagists understood and interpreted haiku was
shaped by their knowledge of poetry in western literary traditions and the

values of modernism. For Amy Lowell, the intensity of mind in haiku
dovetailed with her poetic vision. She wrote "concentration is the very

essence of poetry." However, the Imagists translated haiku to fit with
their American and British poetic practice. They saw haiku as individual
poems, each one coming out of observation of the present moment

largely devoid of allusion or intertextuality. The aspects of Basho's haikai
that included renga group composition and haiga visual poem paintings,
if understood at all, were largely overlooked. Haiku was translated to fit

into modern poetics of 20*^ century North America. This meant that the
communal and visual aspects of the practice were diminished for a printbased practice.

The Imagists' interpretations of haiku in the first half of the 20*^
century laid the ground work for a later generation of poets to reinterpret
haiku. Poets in the 1950s and 1960s wove together English language
translations of Japanese literature with a body-based practice of
Buddhist meditation as modes of accessing haiku. These poets,
particularly the Beat poets, studied the philosophical and aesthetic
concepts of Buddhism. Some traveled extensively such as Gary
Snyder's years in Japan and Allen Ginsburg's time in India. Daisetsu
Teitaro Suzuki's writings on Zen were widely influential along with the

teaching of Tibetan Buddhist leader Chogyam Trungpa Rimpoche and
the founder of the San Francisco Zen Center, Shunryu Suzuki-roshi.
With this point of view, particular aspects of haiku were emphasized.
These included; sensory perception of momentary experience and
revelations of the transience of human

existence. Kigo and

intertextuality were not of central importance.
In the 1990s, former U.S. Poet Laureate, Robert Mass edited
the widely successful: Essential Haiku. This book brought translations of

Basho, Issa and Buson to a large and diverse poetry readership. Mass
drew from a growing body of English language haiku scholarship to
compile the collection. As a result, it shows an increasing sophistication
about the practice of haiku. Hass' addresses kigo in his introduction,
242
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"The insistence on time and place was crucial for writers of haiku. The
seasonal reference was called a kigo and a haiku was thought to be
incomplete without it." (xii). The translations do generally have a season
marker. However, for an English language reader, these kigo can

function much more generally as nature images rather than a specific
codified evocation of season. With study, a poet can come to see the
season markers in these poems. However, a reader of Hass'
translations can access their poetic intensity without a conscious
interpretation of a season marker. In this form of translation, the density
of the haiku is diminished. None the less, it was my own personal
experience with kigo. In my early twenties, I read and wrote haiku largely
unaware of kigo. Now, I do employ kigo in my writing, but often as a
secondary concem. I've already built the pathways to the aesthetic
experience of haiku without conscious attention to that aspect of the
form. I came to study haiku through Hass' work and have been delighted

to find that a simplified American understanding of haiku has given way
to an wonderfully rich, robust, and multifaceted haiku world. Hass'
translations are immensely successful at what they set out to do: to
share haiku with a new readership. As poems, they shine. His

translations are masterful and many poets, myself included, came to a
deeper study of haiku through his work.
Hass came to haiku through book study, while Jane Hirshfield,
another leading California poet, came to haiku through other avenues.
Hirshfield studied Japanese literature at Princeton and soon after
undertook an extensive 1000 day training in Zen. She is lay-ordained in
the Soto Zen lineage (Hirshfield 2004:90). She studied literature prior to
her practice of Buddhism. However, in her writing practice Buddhism
becomes a point of deeper knowledge and she in turn employs her
knowledge of Buddhism to understand haiku.

In her 2010 presentation at Waseda University, Hirshfield
discussed the influence of haiku in the West Coast poetry. She
explained that there is a particular sound to the grammar of haiku
translated into English. It reflects the difficulties of translating from
Japanese to English while trying to maintain the poem's syllable count
and structure. In particular, this grammar is the result of trying to
maintain the image sequence of a poem so that the last image of the
haiku in Japanese can also be the last image of the haiku in English.
Hirshfield pointed out that translations of Japanese haiku from the early
and mid 20th century influenced west coast poetry to such a degree that
this awkward grammar became part of the voice and sound of poets

writing original work in English not tied to haiku.
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Her comments are evidence of the layers of influence of Japanese
literature broadly, and haiku specifically in West Coast poetics.
I am interested in haiku not only as a form of poetry but also as

a creative practice. The concept of haiku as the cultivation of attention
and aesthetic sensibility draws me to read and study haiku. I came to
this topic through a series of surprises. I wanted to study Japanese
literature to be closer to the work of haiku poets Basho, Issa, Buson, and
Shiki. I also wanted to better understand the work of Robert Mass and
Jane Hirshfield. What I found, however, was a complicated mesh of
translation and transformation of haiku. The distance between bodies of

knowledge and how point of view shapes what we see has become a

key interest in my writing.
After studying in Japan for five years (two in Kanazawa and

three in Tokyo at Hosei University), I started to lace together my study of
Japanese language and literature with my poetic practice. My writing
explores what I call 'expansive translation.' I strive to create new poems
that address what gets lost in the translation process. Part of this

challenge is to explore aspects of haiku or the Japanese language that
do not have a direct correspondence in English. While we can translate

Jhe words of a season marker, it is a much greater struggle to impart the
cultural knowledge needed on the part of the reader to make meaning
from the season marker. The kireji ya also brings up issues of translation.
This cutting word is found in Basho's frog pond haiku at the end of the
opening phrase, ffj/s old pond /furu ike ya. Since this haiku is so famous,
there are an almost endless number of examples of how writers have
translated this cutting word. Mass converts the ya to a dash. Others use

a semi colon, an exclamation mark, even an ellipses, while most just
employ a line break (Matsuo Basho's Frog Pond, 30 translations). In my
poem, A Breaking Word, I attempt to explain the concept of a cutting
word. I grapple with how to translate the cutting word ya by offering
multiple concepts of how the cutting word functions in a poem. I end the
poem with quoting how other poems have translated mizu no oto. I will
share my poem:
A BREAKING WORD

There's that part
after Basho writes

old still pond

of pressing a fingerprint into wet clay
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(7)

where the word ya
holds a space in the air
a cloud changes shape in the sky
make it a dash, a murmur
a breath on the inhale

this old pond
so many have tried to open
a sigh, a hum, a —
frog jumps in
sound of water says Hass
plop says Watts
kerplunk says Ginsberg

I am writing myself into the lineage of Li Bai, and Saigyo, and
Basho. As a poet in California, I am also writing into the lineage of

California poets whose work is influenced by haiku. It is the poems and
translations of these Califomia poets that brought me to study haiku and
Japanese literature. These poets, from the distant past to the present,
are writing with me and guiding my work. I do not yet have a poem that
addresses the translation of a season marker. Perhaps, I am resisting
the standardization of a poetic vocabulary. Or maybe only the more
extreme kigo would work for the many places that make up my personal
history. I was bom and raised in Nova Scotia, Canada. I have lived in

both Kansai and Kanto. My current residence is in San Francisco. My
work is published by New Issues press in Michigan, U.S.A. My parents
moved between countries. My grandparents crossed oceans and
borders. Does my life in migration resist the specificity of association
required for a season marker?

No. This immensely wide geography of personal history paired
with the limitless distance our writings travel does not diminish the
importance of place in our writing. However, it does work against
assumed audience knowledge of season markers, locations, and
cultural histories. Part of haiku is cultivating a life practice and through
this practice we learn kigo. My poetry community is broader than even
the many places of my life and family history.
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I'm humbled to include the Meguro International Haiku Circle as part of
my creative community, a place of inspiration, friendship, and new points
of view. Kigo or not, I'm honored to share this creative path with all of
you.
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